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ABSTRACT
The bright and highly variable X-ray and radio source known as Cygnus X-3
was among the first X-ray sources discovered, yet it remains in many wa ys an
enigma. Its known to consist of a massive. Wolf-Rayet primary in an extremely
tight orbit with a compact object. Yet one of the most basic of pa.ranietern
the mass of the compact object - is not lmm^-11. Nor is it even clear whether
its is a neutron star or a black hole. In this Paper we present our analysis of
the broad-band high-energy continua covering a substantial range in luminosity
and spectral morphology. IvVe apply these results to a recently identified scaliM,
relationship which has been demonstrated to provide reliable estimates of the
compact object mass in a number of accretion powered binaries. This analysis
leads us to conclude that the compact object in Cygnus X-3 has a mass greater
than 4.2110
 thus clearly indicative of a black hole and as such resolving a long-
standing issue. The full range of uncertainty in our analysis and from using
a. range of recently published distance estimates constrains the compact object
mass to lie between 4.21110 and 14.4110 . Our favored estimate, based on a 9.0
kpc distance estimate is — l0M , with the. error margin of 3.2 solar masses.
This result may thus pose challenges to shared-envelope evolutionar y
 models
of compact binaries. as well as establishing Cygnus X-3 as the first confirmed
accretion-powered galactic gamma: ray source.
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks -black hole: physics -radiation mecha-
nisms: nouthermal stars:individual ("Cygnus X-3. GRS 1915+105) physical clattl
and processes
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21. Introduction
The bright X-ray binary source known as Cygnus X-3 (herein Cy ,,  X-3) was discm-ered
over 40 years ago by Gia.cconi et al. (1967).. and has been the. subsequent bsequent focs of extensile
stlldv. It nonetheless remains emgmaticc in that the Mature of the compact ol>^('t't; a ilf'tltlt )l
star or black hole has riot been unambiguously determined. its high-amplitude inteilsitY
and spectral variations in the X-ra y
 and radio bands are not well understood. and its Low-
amplitude and featureless power-density spectrum does not resemble other known neutron
star or black hole X-ray binaries, e.g. McCollough et al. (1999). Many of these unique
attributes are due to the nature of the donor star, widely believed to be a Wolf R.ayet (WR)
star. e.g. van Kerkwijk (1992) . It is also the strongest radio source among X-ray binaries.
with a quiescent flux < 100 mJy, a flux of 0.1 Jy flaring to several Jy in high activity states.
It has recently been detected in the 01-1-GeV domain with the Fermi Garuma-R^i^- Spaue
Telescope ( Abdo et al., 2009) and is thus among a small number of garmria-niv bright X-rah.
binaries. Its orbital period of 4.8 hours is typical for a low-mass binary. but its ^VR donor
star could have a. mass upwards of 30 M,-, thus masking it air tight binary systeirl,
all the more so if the compact star is a black hole.
Distance estimates to CN-g X-3 ranges from 7.2 to 9.3 kpc: see details in Lino. Zli<lil-
Tang (2009). Here we adopt the distance of 9 kpc.. inferred from dlist-halo sc atterillr:
measurements (Predehl et al. 2000) however, we consider the full range of these distance
determinations in evaluating the uncertainty of our result. Such a large distance means
that it is viewed thorough many magnitudes of visual extinction. It is in addition likely to
be enshrouded in the dense wind environment of the WR donor star. This combination of
high local and Galactic line-of-sight column densities has rendered the usual photometric
and spectroscopic techniques for deriving a binary solution intractable. and as a result, no
reliable mass estimate for the compact has emerged. The local absorption has also limited
conclusions based on X-ray spectroscopy, which may be further complicated by the pre'sel,cc
of a synchrotron component associated with the radio and gamina- ra y erinssioli tliid tli(^
effects of Compton downscattering. While hard-to-soft spectral t ransn ions sltgg('stn E' c);
a black hole binary are evident. e.g. Hjj ilinarsdotter et A.	 ( 2009) thc'\- cannot l zly4
be easily reconciled within the context of familiar black hole tc, iligh- 41 sIm"
transition patterns. nor do they resemble neutron-star Z or atoll soured spectral behavior.
Xo pulsations are detected, which would be. a clean signature of a maoiietized n<iitroii sta}.
however, it is possible that pulsed (radio or X-ray) emission could be present in the stst('ni
but unobservable due to the effects of dense ambient plasina. It is noted tha this tY pc Of
scenario has been proposed and is considered credible in explanation of another rzldio-loud.
gamma-ray-bright X-ray binary LSI +61 303.
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Previous estimates of the compact ob ject mass based oil a variety of islet hods ha y e N v ll
attempted. but the results tend to be highly uncertain. For example Schnultz. Geb<111e anti
Schild (1996) employing IR spectroscopv obtained a. likely- mess in the range of 7 — -10M.
with a best estimate of Hanson. Still and Fender (2000) constructed a radial velocity
curve from which derive a mass function of 0.02711,: , which leads to a blackhole mass of lc^s
than 1011,:, but could still accommodates a neutron star depending oil true value of thc^
binary inclination. Vilhu et al. ('2009)  assess orbital mcidlilation of X-ra y ('rrlissio ll lin>s H')d
find a most likely compact object masses between 2 and B.II while Iljalniarsditter et al.
(2008) estimate a — 30MC, black hole based on interpretation of color-luminosity diagrams.
Our approach involves a multi-epoch spectral analysis and assessment of the inferred
parameters. Shaposhnikov & Titarchuk (2009) and Titarchuk & Seifina (2009), hereafter
ST09 and TS09 respectively
 established well defined correlations between certain temporal
and spectral parameters. Furthermore, these correlation curves observed in differ(lit Dilites
exhibited differing patterns for different binaries, but that the valict y
 of those pa terlls «a,-
limited, and thus scalable. Recently, the application of this method was extended to stli(ly-
of all class of X-ray source. the ULX XGC 5408 X-1 (Strohinayer and Miishotzky
2009). That study restilted in tangible evidence for the existence of an intermediate rnas
object in that system.
The ubiquitous nature of these correlations led to the suggestion that the undcl-k--
ing physical processes leading to the observed variability properties are closely tied to the
Comptonizing media. Furthermore. they vary in a well defined manner as the source makes
a transition between spectral states. The fact that the same correlations are seen in man y
sources, which vary widely in both luminosity (and thus presumably with mass accretion
rate) and spectral state, suggests a common set of underlying physical conditions. TS09
showed that in GRS 1915-1-105 the photon index monotonically increases with disk mass
accretion rate, followed by saturation. The radio luminosity does not correlate with low fre-
quency quasi-periodic oscillations or X-ray luminosity for the entire range of spectral st a.t es.
from low-hard to high-soft through intermediate.
In this Paper we pre;^eiit the results of a broad- band I'll ill i epoch 4pec't1'ai <il <ll ' ,s of
Cvg X-3, appliod to a hovel apprwl(ll foi coillpact ()iiject :n<l (f^'Iellliln^ltioil, 'l y lil ,1ili)tt?i;
index—disk mass accretion rate correlation first imple llwilte(l by ST09. We c o:npileu <t d<,t<
base of some 35 observations of Cyg X-3, primarily from the RXTL satellite, applied similai
modeling methods, and studied the inferred parameter interdepel ydencics. From the results
of that analysis, we have applied the scaling laws derived in ST09 derivilig an estimate E,f
the compact object mass, which we find to be consistent tivith a black hole.
In §2 we briefly discuss our methodology for mass-determination, which is described ill
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detail elsewhere. In ^3 we describe our database compilation and analysis techiliglles, ill c -i
we present: our results.. draw comparison to similar results previousl y
 calibrated front objects
,xith independent inass estnnate 's. and m ^5 '"v suimnarize our coliclusions.
2. Data Analysis and Modeling
2.1. Data Selection
We extracted data from the HEASARC archives covering an approximately 9-year span
starting at modified Julian day 50319 (where MJD=JD-2,400,000.5). RXTE was our primary
database. but we also examined several epochs of INTEGRAL and BeppoSAX coverage as
well, but ultimately chose to use the RXTE data almost exclusivel y in our final rnass-
estimation analysis. Some 35 spectra were examined. spanning a large rall(? ,e ofhardlles
and intensity
 variations. Figure 1 depicts the distribution of these data in hardness inl^'n^i tv
space. As is well known, Cyg X-3 undergoes extreme spectral evolution the full range c>f
which cannot be represented by a single model. e.g. I-Ijalmarsdotter et al. (2009 1 . _ s wvc,
describe in detail in the next section. we found satisfactor y
 fits to our inodel for the siibsct
of the data which were not at the extrenie range of Figure 1. i.e the very
 hard aml very svfl
states of the systern.
The data reduction and analysis was performed using current HEADAS software release
(version E.7) and the RXTE instrumental response file release in 2009. August. For our
spectral analysis we use the PCA Standard-2 data mode and the Standard Archive HEXTE
Mode. Standard dead time correction was applied to all spectra. Spectra were modeled
using the XSPEC analysis package. ^ lk'e used approximate energy intervals of 3.0-30.0 keV
and 20.9-200.0 keV for the PCA and HEXTE data correspondingly, although depending on
the spectral and intensity state in question additional channel selection cuts weiv niml a
warranted. A systematic error of 1 percent was assumed to a.cconit for uncert ilw v of III(
absolute instrumental calibration. The stated uncertainties oil luodel paralllet^^rs
were calculated using 1-(T confidence interval.
2.2. Model Fitting
We examined each individual observation applying our spectral fitting Model
we describe below. ^N'e note that in maily instances, we were sirnply linable to achieve
a satisfactory fit, to the data. The complex variations of the local absorption are hkc,ly
the underlying issue here. as has been pointed out by others: see e.g. Zdziar;ski c11 X11.
5(2009). This is consistent at least with Figure 1. where the subset of the y data we uultim ltels
selected for our mass-determination analysis is depicted. The hardness-intensit y space 1,-
rouughiv divided there into extreme soft. moderate. and extrelne hard spectral regime. 11) 111(
latten the effects of Comptonization from the ambient plasma ou from ('le(-troll populati()n
associated with a collimated outflow or with c.oronal electrons lead to spectral hardenin^^.
For the extreme soft case the hard powerlaw is eer y poorly constrained (or undetected,. :flu
example is depicted in Figure 2. which is based ouu an INTEGRAL observation. We note
that although the soft-X-ray detector on INTEGRAL. JEM-X. is much less sensitive than
the RXTE PCA, the IBIS hard X-ray detector is superior in the hard X-ray regime. Clearly
the hard-powerlaw is not reliably determined. Furthermore. with the bolometric luminosity
is strongly skewed to the keV regime, uncertainties in the flux and spectral shape due to
absorption are substantial.
We do however obtain satisfactory fits to our model for a subset of a.bouut half of t he
observations studied. In these cases the reduced y` statistics are of order unit y resulted and
meaningful constraints on the key parameters of our model were achieved. These data < u'
represented in the hardness-intensit y space by the blue points in Figure 1. Nvhich spaui <t r<ingc
of about 0.1-0.35 in hardness defined by the ratio of PCA counts in the (9 201 kcV 2
9) k(A' bands. The rationale for this selection is as follows. The extreme sot t state spet tr^i
cannot be used for index-mass accretion rate correlation. As noted, this is becau'^e tluese^
emergent spectra are a result of reprocessing of the emitted spectra in the opticall y tluick
cloud covering the central source. In this case. the entirety of information on the nature of
the central source is lost. In the extreme hard-state case, we speculate that an additional
Comptonization component associated with plasma ambient to the central accretion flow
contributes to a hardening and curvature of the continuum above a 10 keV. This is counter
to the basic converging inflow scenario we propose. The specific data sets included in our
mass-determination anaivsis. along with the the inferred spectral parameters are enunnerritc rl
in Table 1.
Our spectral model. consists of so called, the bulk-motion Conptonizatio n (13 iC
model:. see Titarchtik. ylastichiadis e Kyl^ifis 0997). hereafter TMK97. con y()ikecl Gt'itii
model corrections for (Galactic plus local) absorption. Fe K,. ('mission anci absorpt ioll eclgc .
and an exponential cutoff. The B JIC uuodel is a com—olutlorl all input thermal - tpectrttlli
haying norYllah"latlon _ 	 dud colo r te'T11pe1'2ltilre A7,. with a Green ' s f llictlon ( 1 1 1 0)(tlilg tire`
Comptonization process which is a broken power law. This approw,li is appl i cable te>
type of Comptonization process The generic shape of a Comptonization Green fuuric l{ 11 i4
broken power law which is followed by exponential cutoff' at energies higher thali the klnetie
energy of matter and it is independent of the type of Comptonization process. e.g. bulk ou
thermal. An example of our model fitted to the data is depicted in Figure 3.
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As an aside note. this Greens function technique is well suited to th('. an ll ysis of a ^i - idc
variety of problems, and has been applied for example to a description of the income distrihil-
tion in financial analysis by Titarchuk, Laurent k- Shaposhnikov (2009). The nornializ^itioit
A1)"?,: is a ratio of the source luminosit y to the square of the distance. Tho' spectral index
parameter of the model has been found to correlate approximatteh- linearly with ill( , r111<ll-
ization up to a saturation level, typicallti about 2.2-22 .,S, after which it flattens. For vz,riolls
sources the same effect is seen in photon index F vs. quasi-periodic oscillation frequency (See
ST09). Furthermore, the self-similar nature of an ensemble of observations can be related
by scaling laws.
The resulting spectra are characterized by the inferred parameters log(A) related to the
Comptonized fraction f a:s f = A (1 -+- A) and to a spectral index o = F — 1. Thera area
several advantages of using the BNIC model with respect to the more connlnc>n applo<1c11.
i.e. the application of an additive combination of a blackbody/multi-color-disk plu,
law/thermal Comptonization. First, by its nature, it is applicable to the general else of
photon energy gain through not only thermal Comptonization but also via d ynamic (blllk
motion Coinptor>ization (see Shaposhnikov k- Titarchuk 2006, for details) Second. tllc
BXIC spectral shape has an <lpplopr7a1e low ellerg' , cllrvatnre. "y hich l" ]lot 111(' utltit ,vltl;
simple additive pcnver la'vv. This is essew ial for ^l c011 ect represent at ion of the lo\vei 1 1l '.-
spectrum. This can lead for example to inaccurate _A p, column values and thlis produce an
non-physical component "conspiracy" involving the high-energy spectral cutoff and spectral-
index parameterizations. Specifically, when a multiplicative component comprised of all
exponential cutoff is combined with our model. the E-fold energies are in the expected range
of greater than 20 keV. When it is applied to an additive model including a powerlaw. the
cutoff can often extend below 10 keV. resulting in unreasonably low values for the inferred
photon index. As a result, the implementation of such phenomenological models makes it
much harder to correctly identify the spectral state of the source. which is a central t <lsk of
our study. Additionally, a more important propert- of the model. is thzlt it self c c,n is1, 11 l
calculates the normalization of the -seed' spectral component, which i< expet'Ted 10 be a
robust mass accretion rata indicator. Wo, further note that the Comptonlzcrcl fra01o11 1 is
properly evaluated by the B\IC model.
3. Index Saturation and Black Hole Mass Determination
3.1. Basic Physical Motivation
^Ve considered the Cyg X-3 spectra approximatel y
 resembling the galactic black-h,
low-hard state (LHS) and intermediate state (IS) for the basis of our study; see e.g. McClin-
took & Remillard (2006). We note that only a small part of Hie disk c'iiiissioli c0111)(AD nt
is seen directly. The energy spectrum is dominated b\- a Conlptt>riizatit>n coilipinif iit \V1. I V
often approximated by a power law at energies above 5 keV. To calculate the total Nor-
malization of the -seed" blackbody disk component we model the spectrum using the model
described in the previous section. As detailed in section 2, we argue that the disk emission
normalization calculated using this approach produces a more robust correlation than that
one obtains using additive models.
3.2. Detailed Physical Interpretation
The presence of index saturation in various black -hold -ray binaries - Cvg X - 1, GrW)
J1655-40. GRS 1915+105. GX339-4. H 1.743-322. 41' 1543- 47,
 amd _X'TE J1050-500
— has been demonstrated pieviolisl\- (ST07, S`l09. TS09). Th( self similar vc ltiti >1111\
tracks of those analyses have led to brick hole. (131-1) mass esihnates wliich rocs gellemli
in good agreement with dynamical determinations. The basic idea, involves a Conipton-
scattering cloud. Its scale, temperature and optical depth regulate the nature of the emergent
spectrum. We postulate that such a cloud is a natural consequence of an adjustment from a
Keplerian flow to a turbulent. innermost sub-Keplerian boundary near the central compact
object. This barrier ultimately leads to the formation of a transition layer between these
regions. This interpretation predicts two phases or states dictated by the photon upscattering
produced in the transition layer: (1) an optically thin and very hot (kT, —50 keV) medium
producing photon upscattering via thermal Comptonization: the photon spectriun indc-x
F w 1.5 — 1.7 for this state, is dictated by gravitational enerl y release and Compton c oolill,)
in an optically thin shock near the a.djnstinent radius: (2) ran opticAly thick rind n1itiyvI
cool meditmi (A-T,	 7)— 10 kOV ,1 : the , ind .x for 111i ", state. I 2.1 is del ernurie(i 1)N s ;lt pli t
upscatteriiig and photon trapping in converging flow into the BH. Details arc piv-eiiod ill
ST09 and references therein.
3.3. Scaling Method
The scaling technique is based on the empirical correlation patterns observed during
spectral transitions which effeetively form a. one-parameter space: the mass of the BH de-
fines a specific correlation curve (ST07. ST09). After scalable state transition episodes are
identified for two sources. the correlation pattern T A'f„rte for a reference trazlsttlon is p^t-
rameterized in terms of the analvtical function in Eq. 1. B y fitting tliis funs t i }nil F i iii t
the correlation pattern, we find a see of pa.ralnwi r .l. B3 D. N,,.. died _3 th<it icl,^^ ^^rit tl
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best—fit form of the function F for a particular correlation curve:
F(x) = A — D B In{exp[(1.0 — (NlNtr ) )) I D] + 1}	 (1)
For N » Nt ,., the correlation function F(x) converges to a constant value A. Tlius. _4
is the value of the index saturation level. 3 is the power-law index of the left-ha.nd 1)ortio7i
of the curve and ,\',. is the, value at which the index transitions. i.(,. levels off. I'Imll etcr 1)
controls how smoothly the fitted function saturates to A. NVe scale the data to a teiijpl^lte In
applying a transform A —> s ,v x .1' until the bast fit is found. We note, that the scaling fit tc;
determine s;v has to be performed Nvith all the parameters describing the shape of the p<itterzl
fixed in order to cornpl^; with thc^ pattern scalabilit y
 requirement. ^Ve therz use thO I — b!",
data points of GRS 1915±105, which has ai reasonably good d ynamical mass dcterrninatiorl
of 14 y 4.11.. (Greiner, Cuby & llXaughreau 2001), which is consistent with the va 1 iie of
15.6 ± 1.5.11, of ST07. We adopt the latter value in our subsequent analysis. Tlw refcreucc
data set is well represented by the function defined in equation (1). VVe then fit F(x) varving
the parameters A, Nt , ,Q to best represent the GR.S 1915+105 measurements. To test for
self consistency we have used both the least-square and chi-squared statistical minimization
methods to determine the best fit parameter values. The least-square method uses the values
of index and normalization with equal weighting, while in the chi-square minimization the
data are weighted by the inverse error square values. Because data points have diffeivw
error bars due to different exposure, power law fraction_ etc., and because the points < am iw
clustered. the least-square method is less biased. Moreover, the chi-square method rasult^-
in a. very high reduced chi-square statistics due to large scatter in the data:, which zrnakes it
less robust during the error calculation. NVe therefore select the least-squares method <ls oui
primary mininumnorr technique. Parameters D and B are not well constrained by tlu' data.
We fix those parameters at 0.3 and 1.7 respectivel y
 based on oul previous experience will"
correlation parameterization (ST09). For free parameters we obtain the f0llowillg best-fit
values with the least-square method: A = 3.02 T0.04 (saturation level), Nt.,. = 0, lac 1- 0.004.
3 = 2.03 ± 0.14. We then obtain the scale factor s,y = 0.85 T 0.07 (see Fig. 41, We use this
value for our BH mass calculations in Cvb X-3. NNe note that the scale factor obtained b y the
chi-square minimization approach, S = 0.75 ± 0.08. leads to higher BH mass estimates. are
consistent within uncertainties. In this sense the least-squares method we chose represents
the more conservative of the two approaches. According to the scaling laws (see equatiolls
8-9 in ST09). the expression for BH mass in Cyg X-3 is:
^c^	 ttc^s^.^"—^
Using published mass and distance ,
 (10c , rrn111atioils for GIIS 1915—, 105,
 of r1, ,;	 12.1 --
0.8 kpc (Greiner. Cubs- k- MXc mghreari 2001}. _lI l < ,> r.11. = 15.6+ 1.5 ;S'I()7r tlor witl
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the value of sN determined in our least-squares analysis leads to a BH mass in Cyg X-3
of 10.8 ± 3.4 IVIo and 6.2 ± 2.0 M_,, for Cyg X-3 distance of 9.3 and 7.2 kpc respectively.
In the above calculation we used f = 1.0 as discussed below. Thus over the full range of
paraineters and uncertainties considered Nve cannot justify
 the mass of tilt' X rat st^ll hell:,',
less than 4 solar masses. This seems to rule out the possibilit y thax a new toil si sir i t I c
compact object in Cyg X-3. Accepting the recent distance estimate of 9.0 kpc ((Piedehl et
al. 2000)) we estimate a coinpact object mass of 10.1 ± 3.2.
NVe note that the index-normalization method is subject to a several limitation that ll(
not effect the index-QP0 method. First, there is n dependence oil the i(1itiv(^ inchliat to] l
angles of the binary system and that of the template s ystem. Second.. it is not al^v iv the cast
that self-similar patterns are seen in the data. For example. while our Cy- X-3 resilits \Vero
easily reconcilable with GRS 1915+105, the data could not be fit to an analogous templatc
derived from XTE J1550-564. Finally, the relative source distances and geometry come into
play, so that our mass determination is dependent on a, factor f (, . In the case of a. spherical
coronal geometryfG
 is unity. This is a reasonable approximation for the case of low-hard
and intermediate spectral-state BHs. The ST09 results confirm that for most cases when
the sYstern inclinations are unknown the f ; = 1.0 works vvey well. In the iinlikelY case of <i
flat disk geometry f(-, is the ratio of inclination angle cosines betweoii ^i refereii(v soiir(,^ <ii1d
the target source.
4. Discussion
The implications our mass estirriate of 10 Al. for the conipact object mass is niter—
esting in several regards. The formation of close massive black hole binaries is a challerlg(,
for the theory of binary evolutionary, notably in cases with massive donor companions. Our
result suggests that Cyg X-3 not only falls into that category. but with its remarkabl y short
4.8-hour period greatly exacerbates the problem. Other notable examples to date are IC10
X-1 (1.4-day period), which is the other case of a, likely BH - WR binar y
 and 'X133 X-7 which
is believed to contain one of the most massive black holes. — 1611, , known in a. binary
system orbiting a — 70111,;—star with a 3.5 day period. Commonl y
 accepted birlar y evolii-
tion models entail a common envelope mass transfer episode. This would iiattirall
,Y occur 11l
massive short-period bina.nv systeinns such as Cyg X-3. This inake ,  the nwcimilislll loo t iii'
formation of a black hole with such a high mass ver y problematic. With the
	
5-1 1 1* peritid.
the s ystem is so compact that the r2ldills of the progeliltor star ntltst Inave lwell Ln l th l;
the c-irrent separation I}t'tween tlic ,
 t lrs. Tlie 13f1 pro "ellllor mist tllll^, i , wc' e_xpt'1 ;Wn(' (
S( N411e n11lss loss via Iic}che lobe t7yer'tlU ^'.	 1hls Int)Tt°t'vC'? < (}1"it,rciCtlC't; t h(' Clear fl 'f'Cf CC}I'<i
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moderate mass-loss rate in order to achieve such a high black-hole mass. Explaining both
the high mass of the black hole and the tight orbit simultaneously is difficult. Recently, it
has been suggested that there may exist alternative stellar evolutionary paths. which avoid
expansion during a core fl-burning phase, and instead become more luminotis and zz.()vv
blue-wards in the HR diagram. This would lewd to the formation of a Ke burning (vwe W"
with a chemically homogeneous outer (mxvlope. e.g. de Klink et aI. (20091. Such ,c eiiru-io>-
have also been suggested in the context of gamma- ra y hiust progenitors (Woosley '^" Heoci
2006).
Another aspect of our result, is the implkatkii that Cyg X-3 is the first confirilled
accretiompowered black hole associated with a, galactic gamma-ray sma" , (Abdo et al._
2009). The other known gamma-ray binaries — LS I 61--303. LS W39 and PSP, 121163 — an,
either known (the latter) or suspected to be powered by wind-wind collision and or pro Mn
effects from a pulsar embedded in a. massive stellar wind environment. Furthermore. Cyg X-3
is markedly different from these other systems in terms of its X-ray and radio luminosities.
its high-amplitude episodic variability and its X-ray spectral energy distribution and spectral
state changes. The Fermi data thus far obtained indicate that the gamma-ray episodes are
anticorrelated with the hard X-rays and correlated with the soft X-rays (although nut every
X-ray light curve inflection leads to detectable gamma-ra ys(. On the other hand. the , i4ah ,
emission is apparently correlated with the gamma rays: thus the, radio turn-on or cat line
of the usual "q" diagram characterizing black-hole X-ray binaries manifests itself diff'erentiv
or may not be applicable in the case of Cyg 303.
5. Conclusions
N, e have studied a large set of data covering a number of spectral-state transitions and
intensity variations in the galactic binary Cyg X-3. N/Ve find that for about half of the 35
2-100-keV spectra analyzed the observations are well represented by our modeling approach
- an absorbed BMC model including a iron line and edge components and a high-energy-
cutoff term. NVe then examined the correlation between the inferred photon indices of the
Comptonized spectral component and the mass accretion rate. a. proxv for which is the
normalization term of our model. Based on those results we have applied the scaling inellio(I
employing previously determined results for the well known Galactic binar y C,'BS 1915-10 5,
as a reference dataset. The calibration of our method for (ABS 1915+015 k muppc7riNci in
the dvnainic'a,l inass determb a hm 4 Weilwi, Culov k l cCaugitr oui 2(M) This Hiwknb'
led io to a lower-MM mite deMminalion of about 1111. duel a 641 t's?it,l e AWN, )1
— 10.1 ± 3.2-1I. assuimng a 9.0 kpc distance. The prc'vhms sluwvss of Ilks sealing nnhml
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for the BH mass determination strongly supports our results for Cyg X-3
Another result of our study is that a: basic prediction of the theory of the converting
inflow is supported by the observations of the index-mass accretion rate correlation seen
in various black-hole X-ray binaries. Specifically, we argue that the spectral -index vs rn
flattening, or saturation, seen is an observational signature of the presence of a converting
inflow. The implication is that tlrr.s (jh,ct pror d( S robzrsf ob^crr ot7or.(.l	 )or t,°?r
pvcs o c of a black; Irolr to C' ,yc, _V
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Table I. Inferred spectral parameter ,, for mass deterillimiti011
Obs ID	 NIJD	 Photon Index	 \orinalizati011
20101-01-05-00 50612.46182 2.774 T 0.198 0.1817 ± 0.0041
20101-01-01-00 50604.74825 2.706 T 0.138 0.1974 ± 0.0018
20099-01-01-02 50500.75762 2.636 ± 0.143 0.1483 T 0.0203
20099-01-01-01 50500.01207 2.429	 0.113 0.0927 T 0.0205
20099-01-01-00 50495.01319 2.154	 0.105 0.1032	 0.0110
20101-01-08-00 50632.67880 2115 =E 0.114 0.1280	 0.0151
40422-01-01-00 51404.43247 2.035	 0.113 0.0966 = 0.0461
10126-01-01-03 50324.66181 1.813	 0.114 0.0524	 0.0033
10126-01-01-02 50322.25200 1.522 1 0.084 0.0696	 0.0031
10126-01-01-05 50325.65911 1.487	 0.120 0.062910.004-1
10126-01-01-04 50323.65.;572 1.438 -:E 0.106 0. 06 73	 0 00T
20099-02-01-00 50717.31225 1.3 73	 0.098 0.0709	 0.0()63
30082-04-02-00 50950.94512 1.258	 0.058 0.0622	 0.0133
10126-01-01-01 50321.14285 1.249	 0.091 0.0689 7 0.0104
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Fi b,. 1.	 Hardness-intensit ,v plot f0  the RXTE ('Mia considered. The data which -we (. u,k,d
In our mass-determination procedure are plotted a, the blue points, %v '1(, vvlwl-
our model (lid not fit the data satisfactorily are red. Note that the red points me oelwrafflll
at the extremes in terms of spectral state colifip ), unition of the hinarv.
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Fig. 2.— Example of an extreme soft state case, not well suited for our mass-estimrl,tion
analysis. The hard-powerlaA, index parameter is clearly poorly constrained b y the data for
this spectral-state configuration of the source. The corresponding data would lead to a point
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Fib;. 3.- Example of one of our satisfwtory model His to the data as de g crihed in section 2.
If Te the specuml index is hard. —1.5. well below the saturation level but within the expE wd,
range. In this case thc, model His the data at an <,w "Ttabli' hn"! and t1w "ns"WIP"li
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Fig. 4.— Spectral index F`—normalization diagram for Cyg X-3 (red points) in colnparisoll
to the our reference source, GRS 1915+105 (blue points). The normalization term, derived
from our model. scales with the mass-accretion rate. The smooth curves represent the best
fits of the functional form of equation 1 to the respective datasets. The derived sciiIing
parnineters. as discussed in section 3.3. lead to an cstlnldted mass of for the ^ ( ' 111 1t <1( t
in Cvg X-3 consistent with a bla(:k holm.
